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Early stages of dewetting of microscopically thin polymer films:
A molecular dynamics study
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We present results from a molecular dynamics simulation of the dewetting process of
microscopically thin polymer films cast on a solid surface. The chain length and time scales
accessed in the present simulation would correspond to early stages of the dewetting process before
hydrodynamic interactions become important. Even though the surface in contact with the film is
purely repulsive, we find that there is a ‘‘nucleation time’’ for dry patches to appear due to the
competition between the interfacial energy and the surface energy contributions. Kinetics of growth
of dry patches during the early stages of the dewetting process is controlled by surface diffusion of
polymers. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!51143-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thin uniform films of polymers on solid substrates ha
important applications in protective coating, adhesives,
microelectronics. A crucial consideration in applications
these thin films is their stability, that is, whether these fil
would remain flat and laterally uniform at a certain tempe
ture of interest or they would break up into droplets a
spontaneously dewet the substrate.1 Confinement effects and
interaction with the solid substrate radically change the c
formation of chain molecules in a thin polymer film.2 Dy-
namical aspects of the cooperative movement of the m
ecules near a confining surface influence the adhesion
wetting characteristics of the film. This, in turn, controls t
stability of these thin films. A detailed knowledge of confo
mations and cooperative motion of polymer chains nea
solid surface is essential for the development of artific
materials with specifically engineered properties. For t
reason, the stability of these films has attracted much re
theoretical and experimental attention.3–9 In laboratory situ-
ations, thin polymer films of different thicknesses are oft
prepared by spin-coating polymer solutions of various c
centrations onto a substrate which is not wettable. T
sample is then heated above the glass transition temper
and the kinetics of droplet formation is studied in the expe
ment.

Theoretical description of this process1 starts from a
small fluctuation of the film thickness. Stability of the film
controlled by the balance between the disjoining press
originating from molecular forces such as van der Wa
forces and the Laplace pressure due to the thickness fluc
tion. If the surface is nonwettable, unstable fluctuations
velop into holes or dry patches similar to the spontane

a!Electronic mail: amitc@phys.ksu.edu
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amplification of fluctuations in the spinodal decompositi
of a quenched binary liquid mixture.10 More complications
for polymer films arise from the fact that entangled polyme
do not flow like usual liquids, but slip on smooth surfaces.5,11

The slippage is characterized by a so-called extrapola
length, defined by the distance from the solid wall at whi
the velocity extrapolates to zero. A pressure gradient para
to the film induces Poiseuille flow for films thicker than th
extrapolation length~typically around 30mm!. In thinner
films a plug flow is induced and the polymer moves mo
like a liquid with the viscous dissipation confined at th
liquid/solid interface. The kinetics of dry-patch growth
different in these two cases: the characteristic size of
dry-patch~R! increases with time~t! as a power-lawR(t)
;tn with exponentsn52/3 for a plug flow andn51 for a
Poiseuille flow.

The theoretical description mentioned above refers
length scales larger than the monomeric length scales
time scale of the order of 103 s or more. A coarse-graine
description is suitable for such a situation and the polyme
nature of the film enters through various phenomenolog
parameters. Although the theory mentioned above has b
reasonably successful in explaining dewetting kinetics
polymer films, our understanding of microscopic aspects
the dewetting phenomena is still incomplete. Particularly,
effects of conformation of the individual polymer chains a
the mobility of the polymers in a confined thin film5 on the
early time kinetics of nucleation and growth of dry patch
require further research. Recent experimental studies12 indi-
cate that dry patches do not evolve by spontaneous amp
cation of thermal fluctuations as in spinodal decomposit
of quenched liquid mixtures, but instead they grow only
their linear size is larger than a critical radius. It is importa
to understand this phenomenon at an intermediate len
scale in the presence of explicit polymer chain conform
7 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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tions for gaining insight into the competition between t
interfacial energy and the molecular energy. Molecular
namics~MD! simulation of a model system of a thin polym
film containing reasonably large number of chains can p
vide such insight into the dewetting kinetics. Although
such MD calculation exists in the literature to our know
edge, a recentMonte Carlosimulation has been carried ou
by Milchev and Binder13 to study early stages of dewettin
of thin polymer films adsorbed onto a solid substrate from
solution. However, Monte Carlo calculations may not
suitable for studying kinetics as the stochastic moves use
such studies do not correspond to the real movement
monomers. Dynamic Monte Carlo technique is still used
its simplicity and computational efficiency, but any pred
tion from Monte Carlo studies of kinetics should be check
by a more realistic model calculation. Moreover, Milch
and Binder study dewetting of a film adsorbed from solut
onto a strongly attractive surface, while in most experimen
situations polymer films are spun cast onto the substrate
are not formed by adsorption from a solution. In this pap
we have carried out MD simulations of the dewetting proc
of thin polymeric films cast on a solid flat surface. This su
face is totally nonwettable once the dewetting process st
Besides the fact that MD simulations provide more accur
description of a kinetic process than Monte Carlo simu
tions, our simulations are also more realistic as we us
melt-like density for the film, and an order of magnitud
larger number of monomers than the previous Monte Ca
study. However, the time scale accessed in the present s
lation corresponds to an early stage of the dewetting proc

II. MODEL AND NUMERICAL METHOD

The molecular dynamics method that we have imp
mented here is similar to the one previously used by G
and co-workers14 for studying polymer melts and polyme
brushes. In this MD scheme, a pair of monomers inter
through a Lennard-Jones~LJ! potentialVi j given by

Vi j 54eF S s

r D 12

2S s

r D 6

2S s

r c
D 12

1S s

r c
D 6G ; r<r c . ~1!

Here r c is the cutoff distance beyond which the potential
taken to be zero,r 5ur i2r j u, andr i , andr j are the locations
of the i and j th particles, respectively. The parametere is the
standard LJ energy parameter, ands is the LJ length param
eter which we have used as the unit of length througho
The potential is a purely repulsive potential if the cuto
distance r c521/6s, but has an attractive part whenr c

52.5s. In addition, two successive monomers in a chain
subject to a finite-extension anharmonic spring-potentialUi j

given by

Ui j 5k lnF12S r i j

R0
D 2G , ~2!

wherek is an energy parameter,r i j is the distance betwee
two successive monomers of the same chain, andR0 is a
length parameter which describes the extension range
tween two successive monomers. In this study we have c
senk530 andR051.5 which makes chain crossing prac
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cally impossible.14 For this choice of the parameters the bo
length (r b) of the chains is aboutr b50.97s.

In order to simulate a constant temperature ensem
the monomers are weakly coupled to a heat bath and
equations of motion read as

mr̈ i52“Ui2G ṙ i1W i~ t !, ~3!

whereG is the monomer friction coefficient andW i(t) de-
scribes the random force of the heat bath acting on e
monomer.W i(t) is a Gaussian white noise with zero me
and satisfying fluctuation-dissipation relation

^W i~ t !•W j~ t8!&56kBTGd i j d~ t2t8!. ~4!

The equations of motion have been integrated by using
accurate scheme developed by van Gunsteren
Berendsen.15 In this scheme one uses a bivariate distributi
of Gaussian random numbers to integrate the stocha
forces. A very fast Gaussian random number generator
veloped by one of us16 and a link-cell list help to make the
integration quite efficient. Throughout this paper, we use
following reduced units for all physical quantities:e for the
unit of energy,e/kB for the unit of temperature,s for the
unit of length, ands(m/e)1/2 for the unit of time. In our
simulations,G50.5, and the time step used isDt50.01 ~in
reduced unit!.

In the molecular dynamics simulation of dewetting t
first step needed is the generation of an initial configurat
of the film on a substrate. We start from a film of lateral~xy!
area 64364 and of thicknessD56 ~in units of s!. Periodic
boundary conditions are implemented along bothx and y
directions. The film is initially confined between two sol
walls atz50 ~loosely called the ‘‘substrate surface’’ in thi
paper! and atz56. The total number of monomers in ou
system isNm519 200 and the chain lengths considered
N516 and N532. The monomer density of the polyme
fluid is thusr50.78. Monomers at various locationsz inter-
act with the surface atz50 by the following LJ-like
potential:17

V0~z!5
2p

3
rse0H 2

1

z3 1
2

15

1

z9J , ~5!

wheree0 is the energy parameter for this wall, andrs is the
particle density of the solid wall. We choosers52 which is
higher than the density of the polymer fluid in the box.
z5D we have another solid wall which has a pure repuls
potential given by

VD~z!5
4p

45

rseD

~D2z!9 . ~6!

This second wall is just used to confine the polymers ins
the box.

Before the MD simulation starts, we first use a Mon
Carlo scheme18 with a ‘‘pearl necklace model’’ with the
same~fixed! bond lengthr b50.97 to generate a reasonab
initial configuration for the system. Using this Monte Car
scheme we randomly place polymer chains into the sys
box, and then equilibrate the system at a fixed tempera
T52 by using a kink-jump method. At this stage the cuto
distance used for the LJ potential isr c521/6 ~purely repul-
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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sive! and the surface interaction parameters are chosen t
e05eD50.1. Since the model of polymer chains used in
Monte Carlo simulation is somewhat different from our m
lecular dynamics model of polymer chains, we carried
further equilibration with the MD method. After this equil
bration, the monomer density near the surface atz50 is
somewhat enhanced~the density at the surface atz50 is
0.93 which is about 20% higher than the film density of 0.7!
due to the weak attractive interaction with the surface az
50. However, this film configuration is not similar to that
an experimental situation in which the system has a se
infinite open space and there is no confinement from the
of the film. To model this situation approximately, we ne
moved the upper wall into the positionz564 and run the
MD simulation for another several hundred steps with
changing any parameters. The wall atz564 is far from the
thin film and has practically no effect on the thin film. Th
relaxed film is about 10 units thick and thus has a low
overall density than the starting density of 0.78. The den
profile of the film at this stage is shown in Fig. 1 forN
532 as att50. Since the monomers furthest away from t
substrate surface relax the most when the surface atz56 is
moved away, the density peak atz50 now stands much
higher than the current overall film density.

After this initial configuration has been prepared, w
start the MD calculation to study dewetting of this thin pol
meric film. The cutoff of the LJ potential among the mon
mers is set tor c52.5 so that the monomer–monomer inte
action now has an attractive part as well. We have a
increased the energy parameter of the wall atz50 from e0

50.1 to e050.5 but changed the form of the surface inte
action to bepurely repulsiveby discarding thez23 term in
the potential. This potential would then correspond to a n
wettable surface. Our results for dewetting are averaged
20 different initial conditions of the films.

III. RESULTS

In Fig. 1 we show density profiles of the thin film wit
N532 at various times during the dewetting process.
time progresses, the peak of the profile seen att50 near the

FIG. 1. Density profiles of the thin film (withN532) during the dewetting
process as a function of distance~z! from the substrate surface. The profi
at t50 is the initial shape of the film in contact with the nonwettab
surface. The density as a function ofz has been averaged over the late
~xy! area of 64364.
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substrate surface decreases and the profile becomes mo
tended. In order to characterize the motion of the monom
more quantitatively, we have measured the averaged dist
of the monomers from the surface^z(t)& with time t for both
N516 andN532. In each case the curves can be well re
resented by a form̂z(t)&5z(t50)1at1/2 as shown in Fig. 2
by plotting @^z(t)&2z(t50)# vs t in a log–log plot. Al-
though the power-law exponent is the same for bothN516
and N532, the prefactora is N dependent as chains wit
N516 move much faster from the surface compared
chains withN532 as the diffusion constant for the larg
chains is smaller.

In Fig. 3 we show a series of snapshots for the dewett
process of thin films with chain lengthN532. The results

FIG. 2. Log–log plot of the average distance of monomers from the sur
(^z(t)&2z0) vs time t. Here z0[z(t50) and its value is 5.5 for bothN
516 andN532. The slope of each straight line yields an exponent of 0
Chains withN516 move much faster from the surface compared to cha
with N532 as the diffusion constant for the larger chains is smaller.

FIG. 3. Series of snapshots for the dewetting process of thin films w
chain lengthN532. These figures are views from the top of the thin films
various times during the evolution process. The local darkness in each s
shot indicates the coverage of the polymers projected onto the subs
surface atz50; the white spots thus indicate the dry patches.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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are similar forN516. These figures are views from the to
of the thin film at various times during the evolution proce
The local darkness in each snapshot indicates the covera
the polymers projected onto the substrate surface atz50;
the white spots thus indicate the dry patches. After a wait
period, some dry patches appear aroundt5200 during the
dewetting process. However, many of these dry patches
not be seen later. This indicates that dry patches grow on
their linear size is larger than a critical value. This grow
process has some similarity with domain growth processe
a quenched off-critical liquid mixture,10 but, as we will see,
the details of the growth process are different here due to
presence of the substrate surface.

To characterize the growth of the dry patches on
surface, we have measured the total areaA(t) of the dry
patches as a function of timet. In Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! we
present these results forN516 and N532, respectively.
From these figures we find that there is a waiting per
before the dry patch area becomes appreciable. Over
period small dry patches appear and disappear randomly
though the surface is completely nonwettable, dry patche
not seem to grow by a spontaneous amplification of ther
fluctuations as expected in theoretical models.1 The ‘‘nucle-
ation time’’ of dry patches observed in the simulation can
understood in the following way. Although acylindrical dry
patch of radiusR decreases van der Waals energy which
proportional toR2, such a patch would increase the interf

FIG. 4. ~a! Total areaA(t) of the dry patches as a function of timet for
N516. Note that there is a waiting period before the dry patch area beco
appreciable. After this initial nucleation stage, the areaA(t) increases lin-
early with time@ for times (t>400)#. ~b! Same as in Fig. 3 exceptN532
here.
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cial energy by an amount proportional toR3D whereD is
the thickness of the film.7,12,19Thus, a dry patch would only
grow if the size is larger than a critical radius, while patch
with smaller radius would heal. We find that the nucleati
time is larger for the larger chain length, but we have n
been able to quantify this nucleation time by varying cha
lengths, film thickness, and the strength of the surface in
action. After this initial nucleation stage, the areaA(t) in-
creases linearly with time@ for times (t>400)# for both
N516 andN532. This linear growth law for theareaof the
dry patches at early times follows from a surface diffusi
mechanism. First we note that the bottom of the thin po
meric film is flattened against the surface.20 For a thin film of
this shape, a dry patch would grow by the following grow
mechanism. Via surface diffusion the polymer molecules
the front of the thin film recede to the top of the film an
form a ‘‘lip.’’ For a thin sample confined by the substrat
the receding mass of polymers is approximately proportio
to the incrementdR of the linear size~radius! of the dry
patch~see Fig. 5!. Thus, the sizeL of the lip increases with
time by a surface diffusion process, but its heighth does not
change appreciably due to the flat shape of the film. N
that the increment of the volume of the lip is proportional
hLdL. Now, by mass conservation, this volume increme
should be proportional to the incrementdR of the radius of
the dry patch. This yields a relation between the radiusR of
the dry patch and the sizeL of the lip on the film as:R
;L2. Since for growth of three-dimensional domains on
two-dimensional substrateL(t);t1/4, the linear size for the
dry patches increases asR(t);t1/2. This would indicate that
the area of the dry patches grows asA(t);t which we ob-
serve in the simulation for bothN532 andN516. Since we
have been able to study only two different values of ch
lengths due to computer time limitations, a quantitative d
scription of the amplitude of the growth law in terms
chain diffusion constants is not possible from this study. W
note that Milchev and Binder have also explained the mec
nism of dry patch growth in dewetting of adsorbed films
terms of a growth of three-dimensional lips which can e
change mass via two-dimensional surface diffusion.21 How-
ever, they have not been able to extract a consistent gro
exponent from their numerical data. The good quality d
obtained in our simulation allows us to quantify the ear
time dewetting kinetics. It is interesting to point out th

es

FIG. 5. Conformation of the lip and the dry patch when the thin polym
film is near the flat nonwettable surface. Via surface diffusion the polym
molecules at the front of the thin film recede to the top of the film and fo
a lip. HeredR is the increment in the linear size~radius! of the dry patchR,
L is the size of the lip on top of the thin film, andh is the height of the thin
film. Since the increment of the volume of the lip is proportional tohLdL, by
mass conservation, one easily finds thatR;L2.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Milchev and Binder have studied dewetting of a strong
adsorbed film while our films resemble spin-cast films on
solid substrate. The fact that the early time kinetics of de
etting turns out to be similar for these two different physic
situations is interesting and points toward a possible univ
sality.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have carried out molecular dynamics simulations
probe early stages of dewetting of thin polymer films cast
a solid surface. We have prepared a thin polymer film
contact with a nonwettable surface which has only a rep
sive interaction with the monomers at the onset of the d
etting process. Even though the surface is purely repuls
we find that there is a nucleation time for dry patches
appear due to the competition between the interfacial ene
and the surface energy. This has been suggested12 in some
experiments; our studies provide theoretical support for
phenomenon. Dry patches grow only if their linear size
larger than some critical value; patches with size sma
than the critical value heal during the evolution proce
Open questions remain, due to the limitations on availa
computer time, as how this nucleation time varies as a fu
tion of chain length, thickness of the film, and the strength
the surface interactions. Kinetics of growth of dry patch
during the early stages of the dewetting process is contro
by surface diffusion of polymers yielding growth of thre
dimensional domains on a two-dimensional substrate. T
process of lip growth results in a growth law for the area
the dry spots asA(t);t. This growth law is quite different
from that expected from hydrodynamic studies.

The chain length and time scales accessed in the pre
simulation are quite different from the ones studied in lab
ratory experiments and in coarse-grained hydrodyna
models. Moreover, hydrodynamic interactions are screen22

in the present MD calculations due to a violation of glob
momentum conservation in the constant-temperature
chastic MD simulation method that we have used. For t
reason, results of this MD simulation cannot be directly co
pared with experiments or with previous hydrodynamic th
ries. However, our results would be relevant for the ea
time kinetics of dewetting in a polymer film before hydrod
namic effects become important. We hope that the n
growth law found in our work will lead to experimental stu
ies of early time kinetics of dewetting in polymer film
Since the model used in the study is similar to the one p
viously employed by Kremer and Grest,14 their estimate of
one unit of time (53.131028 s for polystyrenes) should
be quite reasonable. Thus the largest time accessed in
simulation ~about 1500 units! would correspond to abou
4.531025 s. This largest time, however, is still smaller tha
can be accessed in an experiment to studyearly stagesof
dewetting. We note that all MD simulations tend to suff
from this drawback. However, the chain lengths used in
study are also much smaller than those used in experime
Thus it is quite possible that the early time regime studied
this paper may be accessible in laboratory experiments~be-
fore hydrodynamic effects become important! for suitably
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large chain lengths. We point out that in experimental stud
of spinodal decomposition in polymer blends,23 it has been
found that hydrodynamic effects become important only
the late stages of coarsening while the early to intermed
time domain growth is controlled by a diffusive proces
Since dewetting of polymer films has some similarity wi
spinodal decomposition~or nucleation and growth!, it is not
unreasonable to expect that the early diffusive stages of d
etting can be studied in laboratory experiments for a suita
system.
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